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Raman spectra and phase behavior of the mixed solid N2-Ar at high pressure

M. E. Kooi and J. A. Schouten
Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute, University of Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65, 1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 6 October 1997; revised manuscript received 1 December 1997!

The mixed solid N2-Ar has been studied forx@N2#>0.75, 130,T,470 K, and 0,p<20 GPa. A transition,
very similar to the second order transition observed in pured-N2, is still present in the mixed solid at 75 mol %
N2. An anomalous increase of the slope in ap-T scan has been found, which is attributed to a redistribution
of the Ar atoms near this transition. Although within thed* phase the Ar atoms are mainly located at thea
sites, the distribution of the Ar atoms about the sites depends on temperature and pressure. Also at these high
pressures the Ar atoms are able to move through the lattice. The inhomogeneous broadening of the vibrational
signal in thed* phase has been observed also at low temperatures. The phase diagram of the mixture has been
studied. Thed-b transition of pure N2 is shifted to lower temperatures in the mixture, while theb-fluid
transition is shifted to higher temperatures. The results are in agreement with computer simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mixed solid N2-Ar constitutes a model system fo
studying the influence of a spherical molecule on the ori
tationally ordered and disordered phases of an anisotr
molecule. It is expected that the Ar atoms will dissolve su
stitutionally in the N2 crystal as the diameters of the mo
ecules are nearly equal. Previously, the system N2-Ar has
been studied extensively under its own vapor pressure a
phase diagram has some interesting features~see, e.g., Ref.
1!. A high pressure study of the mixed solid at room te
perature has been performed by Westerhoff and Feile fox
>0.59, wherex is the mole fraction of nitrogen.2

It seems to be worthwhile to further investigate this int
esting system under high pressure for the following reaso
At high pressure (p.3 GPa) a phase transition occurs
pure nitrogen on cooling from the orientationally disorder
hcp structureb to a disordered cubic phased (Pm3n) ~see,
e.g., Ref. 3!. The unit cell of thed phase contains eigh
molecules, two of which are positioned on thea sites ~the
ones on the corners and the body-centered one! and they are
spherically disordered. The other molecules are located
pairs at the faces of the unit cell~c sites! and they are orien-
tationally disordered in a plane normal to the faces.
anomalous break in the slope of the vibrational Raman s
as a function of temperature along a quasi-isobar has b
found by Scheerboom and Schouten.4 This break has been
interpreted as a second order transition due to a localiza
of the orientations at low temperatures (d loc), which van-
ishes rapidly at the second order transition. Above the s
ond order transition one speaks ofd rot . In accordance with
the results of Ref. 4, Westerhoffet al.5 have found an
anomaly in the pressure dependence of the linewidth of
n1 vibron, which corresponds to thea sites, at a pressure o
12 GPa at room temperature.

This second order transition has also been detected u
Monte Carlo simulations,6 by a change in the thermal expa
sion, the orientational order parameters, and the freque
In this model the transition is caused by a localization of
orientations at low temperatures in combination with
570163-1829/98/57~17!/10407~7!/$15.00
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change of preferential orientation of thedisklikedisorderedc
sites. The orientational order parameter of thew coordinate
of thec sites, defined asOd

w5cos(4w), changes dramatically
at the second order transition. The molecules at thesphere-
like disordereda sites still rotate more or less freely in th
d loc phase. Recently, also the orientational correlation’s h
been calculated,7 showing that neighboring disks are strong
correlated. Previously, the second order transition was s
ied by less sophisticated model calculations by Westerh
and Feile.8 From their calculations, they expected a stro
hindrance of the orientational degrees of freedom for
molecules on the spherelike disordereda sites abovep
'10 GPa at room temperature.

Upon further cooling a first order phase transition occ
into an orthorhombic modification of thed phase, the« phase
(R3̄c) ~see, e.g., Ref. 3!, with a complete orientational orde

Westerhoff and Feile2 suggested a shift of thed-b transi-
tion to higher pressures in N2-Ar for x50.59. The high pres-
sure spectra exhibit an asymmetry. They have measure
almost linear decrease of the intensity ratio of then1 andn2
peak, corresponding to thea and c sites, respectively, as
function of concentration. Forx50.59, the two phasesd and
b coexist in a large pressure region.

Monte-Carlo simulations of Van Klaverenet al.9 on the
orientational behavior of the mixed solid N2-Ar at high pres-
sures predict a complex orientational ordering. In the mod
the «* -d* ~the asterisk denotes a mixed phase! transition
shifts to lower temperatures, while the shift is larger f
lower nitrogen contents. In the simulations the transiti
drot-dloc is still present and it is not shifted compared to pu
nitrogen within the accuracy of the calculations. The tran
tion can be characterized by the same order parameters
pure nitrogen. The model predicts that the« phase is presen
down tox50.9, but is most likely metastable. A phase, d
tinct from d loc and d rot , might be present at low
temperature.10

In this paper we report the investigation of the influen
of argon on the second order transitiondloc-drot. In contrast to
other investigations,2 this study has been carried out as
10 407 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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10 408 57M. E. KOOI AND J. A. SCHOUTEN
function of temperature along isobars, for reasons as wil
explained. Moreover, the shift of theb* -fluid and of the
d* -b* transition due to the addition of argon have be
measured. The phase behavior in the region where comp
simulations suggest the occurrence of another phase has
studied.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The pressure was generated in a diamond-anvil
~DAC! of the wedge type,11 connected to a temperature co
trol system to study the phase behavior at various temp
tures and pressures. The temperature stability was better
0.1 K. Research grade N2 and Ar with a purity better than
99.999% have been mixed in a gas compressor and eq
brated for 14 days to allow for proper mixing. The tempe
ture of the DAC is measured using copper-constantan t
mocouples with an accuracy of about 0.5 K. The 488.0
emission line of an argon ion laser is focused in the sam
space. The laser focus can be visualized on a monitor, u
a microscope. The signal was dispersed by a DilorXY spec-
trometer and detected by a charge coupled device dete
The spectrograph has been calibrated before each mea
ment using an argon calibration lamp.

For the pressure measurement the ruby method was
with the scale of Maoet al.12 The temperature correction i
taken from Vos and Schouten.13 To improve the accuracy o
the pressure measurements the reference wavelengthR1 and
R2 at ambient pressure have been measured for each
vidual ruby chip. We made sure that the power of the la
was low enough during the pressure measurement to pre
heating of the ruby chip. For the Raman measurements
power of the laser was increased up to 200 mW and the l
focus is moved away from the ruby chip. The accuracy of
Raman measurements is about 0.2 cm21 in the absolute
wavenumber and the spectral width is about 0.75 cm21.

In addition to the Raman measurements, the mixtu
have been investigated by measuring the pressure in ste
about 2 K at nearly constant volume while heating or coolin
the sample, a so-calledp-T scan. This quasi-isochoric scan
ning method can generally be used to detect phase tra
tions. The melting of the solid can also be observed thro
the microscope.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work we will study the vibrational spectra an
phase behavior of the mixed solid N2-Ar, at the nitrogen-rich
side of the phase diagram (x@N2#>0.75), at pressures up t
20 GPa in a diamond-anvil cell and temperatures from 13
470 K. We have studied two compositions by Raman sp
troscopy andp-T scans, namely, 85 and 75 mol % N2. In
addition, the compositions 98.0 and 99.5 mol % have b
studied byp-T scans only. We will discuss the results of th
various parts of the phase diagram separately.

A. The d phase

The Raman spectra of N2 in N2-Ar in the d* phase show
two distinct peaks~n1 andn2!, corresponding to thea andc
sites, respectively, as in pure N2. Figure 1 shows that in
N2-Ar, the intensity of then1 peak has decreased compar
e
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to the that of then2 peak, in agreement with the results
Westerhoff and Feile at room temperature.2 These authors
have explained the relative decrease of the intensity of then1
peak by stating that the Ar atoms dissolve in thed* phase
and that they are positioned on thea sites.

As two out of eight molecules of the unit cell ofd-N2 are
spherelikedisordered~a sites!, the 75 mol % N2 mixture has
an interesting composition. At low temperatures the in
grated intensity of then1 peak of N2 in N2-Ar, x50.75, is
extremely low compared to the integrated intensity of then2
peak, but it is still present@Fig. 2~a!#.

To study the temperature dependence of the intensity r
of the two Raman peaks, we have performed the follow
experiment. Along a quasi-isobar, the temperature was
decreased till about 130 K. Then the temperature was
creased in steps of about 10 K, and the two Raman pe
were carefully measured. The high-temperature spect
@Fig. 2~a!# shows three peaks as it has been obtained in
d* -b* coexistence region. Figure 2~a! also shows that the
relative intensity ofn1 is higher at high temperature, but on
can clearly observe that even at thed* -b* transition tem-
perature, the intensity ratio ofn1 to n2 is still not 1:3 as in
pured-N2.

It is useful to express the results in terms of the weigh
integrated intensity ratioW as defined by2

W5x
I ~n1!

I ~n1!1I ~n2!
,

where x denotes the mole fraction of N2, and I (n1) and
I (n2) the integrated intensities of the two vibrational Ram
modes. We have calculatedW as a function of temperatur
along quasi-isobars at 5.5, 7.0, and 11 GPa in a 75 mol %2
mixture and at 6.7 GPa in a 85 mol % N2 mixture. First, the

FIG. 1. Comparison between typical Raman spectra of pure2

and N2 in N2-Ar, showing that the Ar atoms are mainly located
the a sites. Upper spectrum, pure N2, p57.6 GPa, T5156 K,
lower spectrum, N2-Ar, x50.85,p57.1 GPa andT5195 K.
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57 10 409RAMAN SPECTRA AND PHASE BEHAVIOR OF THE . . .
integrated intensity ratioW is nearly constant~one would
expect a slight increase due to the thermal effects, but
accuracy is not high enough to be detected!, but at higher
temperatures it increases sharply@Fig. 2~b!#. In addition,W
is lower at higher pressure. In the 85 mol % mixture, alo
the quasi-isobar of 6.7 GPa, we have measured an integ
intensity ratio of about 0.09 forT,250 K and 0.13 at the
d* -b* transition.

This work shows that although the Ar atoms have a stro
preference for thea sites, the behavior is rather complex a
depends on temperature and pressure. Since a smalln1 peak
has been measured forx50.75 in this work, these result
suggest that forx50.75 no superstructure with all the A
atoms on thea sites is formed. Westerhoff and Feile2 sug-
gested that forx50.75 ideally alla positions are occupied

FIG. 2. ~a! Typical Raman spectra of N2 in N2-Ar, x50.75 in
the d* phase. Upper spectrum,T5151 K andp56.4 GPa; lower
spectrum,T5283 K andp55.2 GPa. Note that the lower spectru
has been acquired at thed* -b* transition. A small peak corre
sponding tonb is visible betweenn1 and n2 . ~b! Weighted inte-
grated intensity ratioW of the two Raman peaks of N2 in N2-Ar in
the d* phase,x50.75, showing that the relative intensity of then1

peak compared to then2 peak increases sharply as a function
temperature above second order transition in pure N2. Closed dots,
p>5.5 GPa, open dots,p>11 GPa; dashed line, crossing point se
ond order transition pure N2. Dashed and dotted lines are guides
the eyes.
e

g
ted

g

by Ar and that the mixed system Ar0.25~N2!0.75 forms a su-
perstructure. SinceW decreases as a function of pressure
is concluded that the number of Ar atoms on thea sites
increases as a function of pressure along an isotherm. Th
supported by computer simulations9 which have shown tha
the volume is lower if the Ar atoms are located on thea sites
than if they are located on thec sites. AsW increases as a
function of temperature along a quasi-isobar, it is conclud
that the number of Ar atoms on thec sites increases as
function of temperature. Even at these pressuresp
.6 GPa) the Ar atoms are able to move through the latt
On the other hand, the molecules need to travel only a
lattice spacings in order to realize a redistribution. Althou
the intensity ratio increases as a function of temperature
thed-b transition temperatureW is still lower than the value
for a random distribution of the Ar atoms over thea andc
sites. Therefore, also at thed-b coexistence region, the atom
still show a strong preference for thea sites.

In agreement with Ref. 2 we have also found an asymm
try on the high-frequency site ofn2 , for x50.85, in the
region p>13.8 GPa andT<337 K. The asymmetry gets
more obvious at higher pressure. Due to the low intensity
the n1 mode, it was impossible to investigate the line sha
of this peak. Computer simulations on the mixed solid N2-Ar
predict a splitting of the Raman frequenciesn2 in the d loc
region.9 Therefore, this asymmetry might be associated w
the splitting in thed loc region. However, at low pressure
there was no asymmetry in thed loc region within our experi-
mental resolution. In contrast with Ref. 2 the simulations
not show a splitting ofn1 .

Computer simulations at high pressure and forx,0.9,
suggest a phase at low temperatures, distinct from th«
phase.10 The lattice structure is that of thed phase, but the
preferential orientations of the molecules are different. It
still under investigation whether this phase is metastable
not. Therefore, we have studied the phase behavior fox
50.75 at low temperatures by performing twop-T scans in
this region, at 10.3 and 13.5 GPa, respectively. In th
scans, we have observed an abrupt change in the slope a
30 K above the«-d transition of pure N2 as shown in Fig. 3.
A break in the slope in ap-T scan generally corresponds
a change in the compressibility. Therefore, this break mi
be associated with this phase. The behavior of thep-T scan
is quite different from that at the«-d transition in pure nitro-
gen. In the pure system one observes a discontinuous
crease in pressure of about 0.07 GPa and an increase o
Raman frequencyn2 of about 0.2 cm21 at the«-d transition
along a quasi-isochore.14 No anomalous behavior of the Ra
man frequencyn2 could be detected in this region. We we
unable to measuren1 in this region as at these low temper
tures the peak intensity is extremely low.

B. Second order transition

To study the occurrence of a second order transition i
convenient to have the data on a clearly defined thermo
namic path. At high densities the pressure is a measure
the averageforces on the molecules, while by a change
orientation theaxial components of these forces will chang
as described in Refs. 15 and 4. The shift of the Raman
quency due to the surrounding medium is mainly caused
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10 410 57M. E. KOOI AND J. A. SCHOUTEN
the axial components of the intermolecular forces on
molecule. Therefore, measuring the data along isobars
suitable method to study the frequency change due t
change in orientation, because theaverage forces hardly
change. Due to the experimental technique the data h
been obtained along quasi-isobars. We have corrected t
data to isobars by plotting the Raman frequencies,n1 and
n2 , against pressure at constant temperature. These
curves can be fitted by linear equations within experimen
accuracy. By this procedure we have determined the pres
dependence of the Raman frequencies at different temp
tures. The slopes of these fits have been plotted as a fun
of temperature, and the slopes can be fitted with polynom
functions of the second order, which gives the change
frequency due to a pressure change as a function of temp
ture. This function has been used to correct the individ
data points ofn-T scans to the same pressure. We ha
corrected the points to the average pressure during that
ticular scan. Note that by this procedure we do not smo
the data and we do not change essentially the tempera
behavior ofn.

A typical plot of the Raman frequenciesn1 andn2 , as a
function of temperature along an isobar has been given
Fig. 4. Since in the N2-Ar mixture at higher temperature, no
all the argon atoms are located at thea sites, we were able to
measure bothn1 and n2 , for x50.75 as well as thex
50.85. The experiments show a break in the slope along
isobar. The effect has been measured in the 85 mol % m
ture at 5.4, 6.2, and 6.7 GPa. It is not clear if the break is
present at the isobarp514.4 GPa. The 75 mol % mixtur
has been studied at 5.5, 7.0, and 8.5 GPa. Again in the h
pressure isobar,p511 GPa, the effect is less obvious. Sin
the intensity of then1 mode is reduced in the mixed solid,
is not possible to determine the temperature of the brea
the slope very accurately. For thex50.75 we estimate the

FIG. 3. Typical p-T scan ~d!, x50.75, showing an abrup
change in slope about 30 K above the«-d transition of pure N2.
Dotted lines are guides to the eyes.
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temperature of the break to be 0 to 30 K above the sec
order transition temperature of pure N2.

4 No additional Ra-
man peaks have been observed near the break. Since
frequencies have been measured in temperature step
about 10 K and considering the accuracy, a small hyster
of a few K cannot be excluded.

In contrast to the behavior in pure nitrogen, the slope
the pressure versus temperature in ap-T scan increases
strongly near the temperature of the break in a small te
perature range for both the 85 and 75 mol % mixture~Fig.
5!. There is no discrepancy between heating and coo
runs, so there seems to be no metastability or hysteresis.
dotted line represents a fit through the end points of the s
slopes of six different scans.

FIG. 4. n1 and n2 as a function of temperature in N2-Ar, x
50.85, corrected to the isobarp56.2 GPa, showing a break in th
slope at the second order transition. Dashed and dotted lines
guides to the eyes.

FIG. 5. Typical heating and coolingp-T scans,x50.75, near
the second order transition of pure N2. Closed symbols, heating
scans; open symbols, cooling scan; dotted line, fit through
points of steep slopes inp-T scans; dashed line, second order tra
sition pure N2 ~Ref. 4!.
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Generally, in a binary system, a three-phase line is
lowed in a range of a few K during ap-T scan, as this line is
uniquely defined. Therefore, at a three-phase line the slo
at the pressure jumps in differentp-T scans should be in
line. As one can see in Fig. 5, this is clearly not the case w
the peculiarp-T behavior of the mixed solid near the brea
The character of the pressure jumps could correspond to
p-T behavior in a small two phase coexistence region. Ho
ever, a two-phase region does not seem to be very lik
according to the following arguments. In the case of a tw
phase region one would expect to measure the vibratio
modes of both the low-temperature and the high-tempera
phase, but we did not find any additional Raman peaks,
ther a discontinuity of the Raman frequencies near the reg
in which the peculiarp-T jump occurs. Further, no metast
bility or hysteresis between heating and cooling runs
been observed, which would be expected in the case
two-phase region.

It should be noted that in the mixed solid the presence
argon atoms gives extra possibilities for a contribution to
entropy. On the other hand, computer simulations9 have
shown that the volume of the system is larger when the ar
atoms are located on thec sites than if they are located o
the a sites. Therefore, this increase of the pressure migh
caused by a rearrangement of the Ar atoms about both ta
andc sites. This should result in an increase of the intens
of n1 and as one can see in Fig. 2~b! the intensity ratio ofn1
and n2 indeed increases strongly at temperatures above
second order transition of pure nitrogen.

In pure nitrogen the frequency of the upper mode,n1
changes rapidly near the second order transition as a func
of temperature along an isobar, while the frequency of
lower mode,n2 , changes only slightly.4 The behavior of the
calculated frequencies resembles the experimental behav6

Although, in the model hardly any change in the orien
tional behavior of the molecules at thea sites has been ob
served, the calculated vibrational frequency behavior of th
sites changes at the second order transition, due to
change in orientational behavior of the twelve molecules

FIG. 6. p-T phase diagram. Solid lines:~a! d-b pure N2 ~Ref.
16!, ~b! melting line pure N2 ~Ref. 16!, ~c! melting line pure Ar
~Ref. 19!, dashed line,dloc-drot ~Ref. 4!; this work (x50.75): solid
squares,d* -b* ; solid circles,b* -fluid; open circles, end points o
sharpp-T slope neardloc-drot. Note that for the sake of clarity only
data points ofx50.75 have been plotted. Dotted lines are guides
the eyes.
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the nearest neighbor~disklike disordered! c sites. The
anomaly in the linewidth of then1 vibron near the second
order transition, as reported by Westerhoffet al.,5 could also
be caused by a change in the orientational behavior of
neighboringdisklikedisorderedc sites.

In the mixture the experimental behavior of the Ram
frequencies as a function of temperature along an iso
resembles that in pure nitrogen at the second order transi
In addition, the behavior of the calculated Raman frequ
cies of N2 in N2-Ar in computer simulations of Van Klavere
et al.9 resembles the experimental behavior in the mixtu
The break in the frequencies as a function of temperatur
caused by a freezing of the orientations of the molecules
the c sites, as in simulations on pure nitrogen.6 The resem-
blance with the pure system and the agreement between
periments and computer simulations on the mixture, sugg
that a similar transition to the second order transition in p
nitrogen is present in the mixture. A small discontinuity
the Raman frequencies, disregarding a continuous transi
cannot be excluded. The fact that the break in the slope
the frequencies versus the temperature is still present fox
50.75, when most of thea sites are occupied by Ar atoms
supports the idea that the transition is caused by a freezin
the orientations of the molecules on thec sites.

C. The d-b transition

The d* -b* transition of the mixture can be clearly ob
served by Raman spectroscopy. At the transition temp
ture, we observe three peaks. In addition, the transition
be clearly detected byp-T scans, since at the phase tran
tion one observes a discontinuity of the pressure of about
GPa, comparable with that in pure N2.

16 We have performed
p-T scans in mixtures with 99.5, 98.0, 85, and 75 mol %2
at several pressures andn-T scans in mixtures with 85 and
75 mol % N2. The two phase coexistence line forx50.75
has been plotted in ap-T diagram~Fig. 6!. The coexistence
lines for the other compositions are between those ox
50.75 and ofx51. One can observe that the transition
shifted to lower temperatures as a function of concentrat
This corresponds to a shift to higher pressures at the 30
isotherm as found by Westerhoff and Feile.2 For x50.75, the

o

FIG. 7. Typicaln-T scan near thed* -b* transition,x50.75,
p'6 GPa. In thed* phase one can distinct two vibrational Ram
peaks corresponding to thea andc sites, respectively, while in the
b* -phase there is only one vibrational Raman peak.
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10 412 57M. E. KOOI AND J. A. SCHOUTEN
shift is about 40 K at 5 GPa, while the shift increases a
function of pressure. In a heating run, the slope of the p
sure versus the temperature increases sharply in thed* -b*
coexistence region, which is followed in a range of abou
K. In a cooling run, the pressure first drops discontinuou
due to metastability and subsequently the same coexist
region as in a heating run is followed in a range of about 1
K. Therefore, we can conclude that the system shows
hysteresis at this transition. One can observe that fox
50.98, thed* -b* transition is already shifted to about 8
below the transition line in pure N2. The character of thep-T
scans forx50.75, suggest a smalld* -b* two-phase region,
in agreement with expectations. In Fig. 7 a typicaln-T scan
at p'6 GPa andx50.75, has been given. In thed* phase
one can distinguish two vibrational Raman peaks co
sponding to thea andc sites, while in theb* phase there is
only one peak. In the coexistence region three peaks h
been observed, corresponding to the two modes of thed*
phase and the mode of theb* phase.

FIG. 8. ~a! Typical p-T scan~d! near theb* -fluid transition,
x50.85; cross, visual observation of melting point.~b! n-T scan
near theb* -fluid transition,x50.75, p>3.8 GPa. Dotted line is a
guide to the eyes.
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D. The b-fluid transition

We have measured the shift of theb-fluid transition by
p-T scans in mixtures with 99.5, 98.0, 85 and 75 mol %2
respectively at several pressures, using the discontinuit
the pressure. Further, we have measured the transition
by n-T scans in the 85 and 75 mol % mixture, using t
discontinuity in the Raman frequency. The melting of t
solid has been observed through the microscope for the
mol % mixture. Thep-T, n-T scans, and the visual observ
tions are in mutual agreement. Forx>0.85 the transition has
not shifted within the experimental accuracy@Fig. 8~a!#. The
deviation with pure nitrogen is within experimental acc
racy. For x50.75 the transition line has shifted to high
temperatures given the pressure~Fig. 6!. At 3 GPa the tran-
sition is shifted to about 15 K above the melting line of pu
N2.

16 Note that at ambient pressure17,18 the shifts are only
noticeable forx,0.6, while at higher pressure 0.75 is mo
than sufficient. Considering the higher melting temperat
of argon19 it is expected that theb-fluid transition will shift
to higher temperatures at increasing argon concentrati
Typical p-T and n-T scans have been plotted in Figs. 8~a!
and 8~b!. In Fig. 8~a! one can observe that the discontinui
of the pressure at theb-fluid transition is about 0.15 GPa
comparable to pure N2.

16 Figure 8~b! shows that, as usua
the frequency is higher in the solid phase. In the range o
few K the two phases coexist and two Raman peaks h
been observed simultaneously.

As the molecular diameters of Ar and N2 are nearly equal,
and because the Ar atoms dissolve into thed* phase as
shown above, we expect that the Ar atoms will also disso
into the b phase. Since atx50.75 the melting line has
shifted towards higher temperatures, a three-phase
should have been measured in thep-T andn-T scans in case
argon did not dissolve intob-N2. Such behavior has no
been found, and thus argon dissolves intob-N2. Figure 8~a!

FIG. 9. ProposedT-x phase diagram at 5 GPa. Two phase
gions are enlarged for the sake of clarity.
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shows that the solubility is almost complete, because in
case of a large two-phase region the discontinuity in sl
would have been much smaller than in pure nitrogen.

Figure 9 shows the proposedT-x phase diagram for mola
fractions greater than 0.75, atp55 GPa. The open circle
are interextrapolated or extrapolated results of the phase
described above.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present measurements demonstrate that, in the m
solid N2-Ar, the Ar atoms dissolve into theb andd phase of
N2. Within thed* phase the Ar atoms are mainly located
thea sites, but the preference of the Ar atoms for thea sites
decreases as a function of temperature and increases
function of pressure. It is shown that, at these high pressu
ett

o

e
e

es

ed

t

s a
s,

the Ar atoms are able to move through the lattice. A simi
transition as the second order transition observed in p
nitrogen is still present in the mixed solid forx50.75. Our
results are in agreement with computer simulations in thed*
phase. An anomalous increase of the slope in ap-T scan has
been found, which is attributed to a redistribution of the
atoms near the second order transition. The inhomogene
line broadening due to the addition of Ar, as found
Westerhoff and Feile,2 has been confirmed. Given the pre
sure, thed* -b* transition shifts to lower temperatures du
to the addition of argon. Theb* -fluid transition shifts to
higher temperatures at decreasing nitrogen concentrat
given the pressure. In contrast to the ambient pressure
sults, at high pressure the shift is already noticeable at ni
gen concentrations smaller than 75 mol %.
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